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Training Offerings

PVM’S PALANTIR TRAINING OFFERINGS
PVM can provide both Palantir user and technical training, upon request.
PALANTIR QUICKSTART TRAINING
Description: The Palantir QuickStart course provides every analyst with the
information needed to hit the ground running. Analysts will become familiar with the
application and get an intuitive sense for how to use it and where to find what
they need. Students will learn how to:
• Perform searches
• Perform SearchArounds
• Use the Graph Explorer
• Use and extract information from the Browser
• Use the Histogram, Timeline, and Flows features
• Create presentations
Length of Course: 4 Hours.
Desirable Prerequisites: None.
Locations Class Offered: On-site at client’s location or PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide).
Minimum/Maximum Learners: A minimum of two students and maximum of six
students are allowed for this course.
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PALANTIR BOOTCAMP TRAINING
Description: The Palantir Bootcamp course builds upon the material taught in the
QuickStart course by teaching analysts how to tie together several pieces of
functionality across large datasets of both structured and unstructured information
QuickStart is not a prerequisite. Specific advanced techniques are also taught,
including knowledge of how to:
• Perform advanced searches (document searches, path searches, filter searches)
• Leverage SearchArounds to ask conceptual questions
• Shoe boxing/data management techniques
• Extract meaningful information from unstructured datasets easily
• Use and extract information from the Browser
• Use of the Histogram and Timeline (Advanced)
• Publish and Subscribe data/collaborate with other analysts.
Length of Course: One Day, 8 Hours per Day.
Desirable Prerequisites: None.
Locations Class Offered: On-site at client’s location or PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide).
Minimum/Maximum Learners: A minimum of two students and maximum of six
students are allowed for this course.
Course Materials: Palantir Bootcamp Training Guide (included in course).
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PALANTIR WORKSHOP TRAINING
Description: PVM provides custom-designed workshops to help analysts learn specific workflows and skills against your data. Available workshops include Searches and
Filters, Data Import/Export, Ontology Design, and Extraction, Sourcing, and Entity
Resolution. Choose from an existing workshop curriculum or have PVM design one
just for you.
Length of Course: One Day, 8 Hours per Day.
Desirable Prerequisites: Palantir’s Bootcamp Training.
Locations Class Offered: On-site at client’s location or PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide).
Minimum/Maximum Learners: A minimum of two students and maximum of six
students are allowed for this course.
Course Materials: Workshop training guides with examples, notes, and instructions
to keep (included in course).
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PALANTIR INTEGRATOR TRAINING
Description: Palantir’s Integrator Training teaches system administrators and
developers how to install, configure, and administer the Palantir system. Students
will learn through hands-on exercises and labs how to:
• Extend Palantir’s Ontology APIs by writing custom Makers, Approxes, Display
=lFormatters, and Validators
• Use Palantir’s ClientConnection APIs to programmatically query, modify, and export
kj information
• Leverage Palantir’s powerful data import pipelines to intelligently resolve
ambiguous data together
• Export data to third-‐party applications, including GIS systems
Length of Course: One Day, 8 Hours per Day.
Desirable Prerequisites: Palantir’s Bootcamp Training.
Locations Class Offered: On-site at client’s location or PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide).
Minimum/Maximum Learners: A minimum of one student and maximum of four
students are allowed for this course.
Course Materials: Palantir’s Developer Guide and Labs (included in course).
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PALANTIR DEVELOPER & INTEGRATOR TRAINING
Description: This course combines the content of the Developer and Integrator
courses. The course teaches software developers and system engineers how to
extend Palantir’s open platform via APIs and data exchange formats. Developers will
learn how to add custom functionality by writing code in labs to enable a specific set
of workflows tied together at the end. Developers will learn how to:
• Extend Palantir’s Ontology APIs by writing custom Makers, Approxes, Display
=lFormatters, and Validators
• Use Palantir’s ClientConnection APIs to programmatically query, modify, and export
kj information
• Export data to third party applications, including GIS systems
• Leverage Palantir’s powerful data import pipelines to intelligently resolve
ambiguous data together.
IT combines the above developer training with important integration techniques. It
teaches system administrators and developers how to install, configure and
administer the Palantir system. Students will learn through hands-on exercises and
labs how to: Install, securely configure, and administer Dispatch, Search, Job servers
and Raptor servers, Scale and tune deployments, Develop and manage ontologies,
Set up Data Import Pipelines.
Length of Course: Three Days, 8 Hours per Day.
Desirable Prerequisites: Palantir’s Bootcamp Training.
Locations Class Offered: On-site at client’s location or PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide).
Minimum/Maximum Learners: A minimum of one student and maximum of four
students are allowed for this course.
Course Materials: Palantir installation and Administration Guide and Palantir
Developer Guide and Labs (included in course).
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PALANTIR TECHNICAL WORKSHOP TRAINING
Description: PVM provides custom-designed workshops to help technical
professionals learn specifics about their Palantir system. PVM will design a custom
workshop to fit your needs.
Length of Course: TBD based on scope of desired training.
Desirable Prerequisites: Palantir’s Bootcamp Training.
Locations Class Offered: On-site at client’s location or PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide).
Minimum/Maximum Learners: A minimum of two students and maximum of six
students are allowed for this course.
Course Materials: Depending on your workshop, PVM can provide Palantir
installation and Administration Guide and Palantir Developer Guide and Labs (included in course).
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ON-GOING TRAINING SUPPORT
PVM's PALANTIR TRAINING SME Services available with our Ongoing Training
Support are outlined below:
• Delivery of a range of training courses and services to a client, including front-end
1-user training, implementation/support training and engineer/developer/technical
1-training
• Tailored, client- specific training modules
• Gather and integrate live, real world data and relevant practical exercises into
1-training modules
• Development and delivery of web- based and virtual training offerings and services
• Training Support when you need it and available for your entire team
Length of Support: Provided on an annual basis.
Locations Support Offered: On-site at client’s location, PVM Training site (300+ sites
worldwide), and remotely.
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CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
Sydney Metzmaker,
E: Sydney@pvmit.com
P: 619-663-8793
WEBSITE
www.pvmit.com
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